Deep metric learning is often used to learn an embedding function that captures the semantic differences within a dataset. A key factor in many problem domains is how this embedding generalizes to new classes of data. In observing many triplet selection strategies for Metric Learning, we find that the best performance consistently arises from approaches that focus on a few, well selected triplets. We introduce visualization tools to illustrate how an embedding generalizes beyond measuring accuracy on validation data, and we illustrate the behavior of a range of triplet selection strategies.
Introduction
Deep Metric Learning works to find embeddings that map semantically similar points to be nearby in an embedding space. Many imaging tasks start with datasets that include many classes and many images per class, and embeddings are trained to map images from the same class to be near each other and far from images of different classes. A key area of research is finding approaches that learn embeddings that satisfy this constraint and also generalize to new data so that this constraint also holds when new image classes are introduced.
A popular approach to learning these embeddings is based on triplets of data: an anchor, another example from the same class, and an example from a different class. A deep convolutional neural network is then optimized via a loss function that encourages the anchor image to be closer to the positive example than the negative example. While there is a large and growing literature of variations to this idea, a recent trend shows that approaches that are more selective about which triplets are considered in the training tend to generalize better.
We consider a set of approaches to selecting triplets from a batch of training data. These approaches are described in Figure 1 . We introduce several visualizations to characterize how embeddings generalize to new data. For features extracted from the fully connected (FC) layer of a network trained on the CAR dataset with N-Pairs loss, (a) shows a joint t-SNE embedding showing (topleft) training data, (top-center) test data, and (top-right) both together; collectively, these show how the test data is embedded relative to the training data. At a finer scale, scatter plots showing the distance to the most similar example from the same and different classes in (bottom-left) training and (bottom-right) testing data, highlight that an embedding trained by N-Pairs may fail to generalize to new classes because new class images may not be embedded to similar locations. Section 2.1, and range from considering all possible triplets in a single batch to considering only a single, carefully selected triplet per example. We found it surprising that approaches that consider a single more carefully selected triplet per training example yield superior performance in generalizing to new classes. This was surprising because, compared to approaches that consider all possible triplets, these approaches seemingly lose much of the efficiency of optimizing based on the large numbers of possible triplets in a batch.
Furthermore, beyond reporting results on validation data that include new classes, there is a lack of tools to understand this generalization. Therefore, we contribute in this paper simple visualizations to help highlight how embedding approaches 
Methods
We train a selection of recently introduced approaches for Deep Metric Learning. In this section, we define the specifics of how we train these methods, and the details of the visualization approaches we use to compare them.
Embedding Methods
Triplet loss is trained with triplets of images, (x a , x p , x n ), where x a is an anchor image, x p is a positive image of the same class as the anchor, and x n is a negative image of a different class, and the convolutional neural network, f(·), embeds the images on a unit sphere, (f(x a ),f(x p ),f(x n )). The target is to learn an embedding such that the anchor-positive pair are closer together than the anchor-negative pair.
In this work we compare different approaches to constructing triplets within a batch. The first set of approaches start with each example in a batch and construct all or many possible triplets for that example. Batch All (Hermans* et al., 2017) considers all possible triplets in a batch, and N-pair loss (Sohn, 2016) adds more negative examples into triplets and turns the triplet into an N-tuple, (x a , x p , x n1 , ..., x ni ). The second set of approaches considers each example, and constructs a single, carefully selected triplet for that example. Semi-Hard Negative (Schroff et al., 2015) chooses a random anchor-positive pair and an anchor-negative pair that is farther than the anchor-positive pair, but within a margin so that its similarity is comparable. The recently introduced Easy Positive Semi-Hard Negative (EPSHN) (Xuan et al., 2019 ) constructs a single triplet per image in a batch from its most similar same class example and a semi-hard negative example, and is the best performing single network (non-ensemble) approach to date. In all cases, we modify the standard triplet loss function from a margin based loss to an NCA loss (Goldberger et al., 2005) , which we have found to give better performance.
Network Details
All tests are run on the PyTorch platform (Paszke et al., 2017) , using the ResNet18 (He et al., 2016) architecture, pre-trained on ILSVRC 2012-CLS data (Russakovsky et al., 2015) , to output a 64-dimensional representation. Training images are re-sized to 256 by 256 pixels. We adopt a standard data augmentation scheme (random horizontal flip and random crops padded by 10 pixels on each side). For pre-processing, we normalize the images using the channel means and standard deviations. All networks are trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). On all datasets we train using a batch size of 128.
Variations on t-SNE
We introduce a flexible extension of t-SNE showing training and testing data jointly in this section, and use Dynamic t-SNE (Rauber et al., 2016) to "yoke", or align, different t-SNE embeddings of the same data. Taken together, these t-SNE visualizations provide a intuitive view to compare and visualize high dimensional data.
Joint Embedding t-SNE (Maaten & Hinton, 2008 ) is commonly used to show a 2D representation of high-dimensional data, such as the embedding results of a dataset like CAR (Krause et al., 2013) . To explore how embeddings generalize, we suggest running t-SNE to find 2-D visualization for all points in both training and testing dataset. This creates a unified embedding of both. Figure 1a visualizes this in 3 parts, showing the training data, color coded by class, the testing data, color coded by class, and the two overlayed, color coded by whether they come from training data (red) or testing data (blue).
Yoked t-SNE In order to directly compare between different t-SNE embeddings, we use the approach described in (Rauber et al., 2016) to "yoke" the t-SNE embeddings of related high-D point sets together. For related embeddings (such as the embeddings of the CAR data set with two different networks), they suggest simultaneously optimizing the standard t-SNE on each one and including an alignment error term that penalizes the Euclidean distance between where the same point is mapped in each t-SNE embedding. By giving a very small weight to this alignment error, the t-SNE representation of each embedding remains similar, but when possible, the two embeddings are encouraged to place points in similar locations. All of the t-SNE plots in Figures 1 and 4 have been aligned in this way.
Same vs. Different Similarity Plots
t-SNE is known to have limitations (Wattenberg et al., 2016) arising from mapping a high-dimensional space down to two dimensions, so we also propose to view the embedding that explicitly focuses on the exact similarity between a point and its closest same class and different class image in the original embedding space. Specifically, for all points in the dataset we create a scatter plot that shows the similarity to the closest same class image vs. the similarity to the closest different class image. Points that are below the y = x diagonal, are closest to the same class, and (if used as a query) would be classified correctly with a nearest neighbor classifier. Table 1 shows the Recall@1 accuracy for each of the different triplet selection approaches on the CAR (Krause et al., 2013) dataset. Figure 4 shows each of our visualizations for the different approaches. In this section we share what these visualizations tell us. Figure 2 . For each embedding approach, we show the joint t-SNE embedding of training and test data from the CAR dataset (Krause et al., 2013) , and both together (training data in red, testing data in blue); collectively, these show how the test data is embedded relative to the training data. The scatter plots showing the distance to the most similar example from the same and different classes in training and testing data. Examples that are closer to a same class result are colored in cyan, while examples that are closer to a different class result are color in orange.
Discussion

Method
BatchAll Batch All The t-SNE of the training data shows that the representation clusters the training classes, but often multiple classes partially overlap. The testing data shows a few clear clusters, but is much more scattered, and the joint embedding picture shows that the test data is often mapped to the same location as the training data. The closest same class vs. closest different class similarity scatter plots show that most images have a very similar image from both the same category and from a different category. For testing data, the similarity to both similar and different classes remains quite high, but more often images are similar to more different classes, a reflection of the poor R@1 accuracy.
N-Pairs
The t-SNE shows the training data is very well clustered, which is consistent with the scatter plots showing that most points are very similar to their closest same class image, but not usually as similar to any different class image. However, on testing data, the t-SNE shows the new classes to be partially clustered, with classes generally localized but overlapping other new classes. The joint embedding shows new points sometimes overlapping the existing classes and sometimes forming clusters away from existing classes. The scatter plot shows the similarity to the most similar image is less in the testing than the training data, and that the most similar image is more often from a different class.
Semi-Hard Negative (SHN) The t-SNE plots again show strong clustering for the training data, and on testing data, perhaps slightly improved clustering relative to N-pairs (e.g. the clusters along the left edge), and a similar overlap between (a) (b) Figure 3 . (a) t-SNE visualization of Semi-Hard Negative on CAR training and testing data, using the embedding from the fully connected (FC) layer (top), and from the Global Average Pooling (GAP) layer (bottom). The embedding of the training and test data are shown along with a zoomed in region highlighting differences in the structure of the aligned embeddings. The scatter plots in (b) show the similarity to the closest same-class and different-class images. This highlights that the performance drops much less from training to testing data using the GAP embedding.
the embedding of the training and testing data. The scatter plots show the closest same class similarity for the training data is very high, but decreases substantially for test data.
Easy Positive Semi-Hard Negative (EPSHN) The t-SNE plots for the training data show strong clusters, but those clusters have more structure because only the most similar pairs are drawn together (instead of random pairs or all pairs). The test data continue to show strong clustering, and when overlapped, the test classes are rarely embedding on top of the training classes. The scatter plots show that between closes same class images, the similarity is not as high as other approaches, but the behavior remains more similar on test data, suggesting that the representation generalizes well.
Fully Connected vs Global Average Pooling Features A recent paper (Vo & Hays, 2019) shows that metric learning approaches generalize substantially better when using the Global Average Pooling (GAP) layer (Vo & Hays, 2019) instead of the final fully connected (FC) layer. We can see this in Table 1 , and in Figure 3 , we compare the visualizations for the FC and GAP embeddings for the Semi-Hard Negative approach, which is most improved by using the GAP layer. In the t-SNE embeddings, we can see that the GAP features are less tightly clustered than the FC features on the training data, but much more clearly clustered on the test data. This is especially apparent in the zoomed in regions showing roughly the same data points more tightly clustered for the GAP embedding. For the FC layer, the training data is very well clustered (all same class similarity is high, and different class similarity is often lower), but the GAP layer on training data, while usually still correct, has more cases where the different class similarity is almost as high. However, on testing data, the GAP layer retains the ability to give the closest images from the same (new) classes a higher similarity than the closest image from a different class.
The scatter plots also show that the GAP layer always has higher similarity (all the points are shifted up and to the right). This is because in the Resnet18 architecture the GAP features come from a ReLU layer, so are all positive (unlike the FC features where each element can be positive or negative).
Conclusion
Many approaches to image embedding have been proposed recently, and they are typically compared based on performance across a collection of datasets. Here we try to give new approaches to understanding what each embedding is doing, and specifically how the embedding generalizes to new data. The literature highlights that embedding approaches such as Semi-Hard Negative and Easy Positive Semi-Hard Negative, which use fewer triplets in a batch and impose fewer constraints, often outperform approaches that use more triplets, like N-Pairs and Batch All, on testing data. Our visualization tools show that these approaches with fewer triplets often do not cluster the training data as well, but the embedding better preserves the similarity of new data.
To show how this generalizes to other datasets, the appendix contains a duplicate of Figure 4 for the CUB dataset (Welinder et al., 2010) . Additionally, to support replication of results, all code to re-generate the figures in this paper, or generate these visualizations for othe datasets will be made public.
